Saturday 6.5.2017 at 13:00, NH Hotel Schiphol Airport,
Amsterdam, The Netherlands
The following text is the excerpt from the Minutes of the meeting. For detailed information please
contact delegate of your National organization.

Show Commission (EAHSC) – 6.5.2017
1. Blue Book revision
The main idea of the revision was to simplify the Blue Book and make it thinner. There should be
part usable for Show organizers – everything that is needed to organize the show.
2. Scratching off the best and the worst mark given during the class
The request to discuss this topic came from Kuwait. The best and the worst mark during the
scoring is scratched off and the average is only made from the resting marks. This should avoid
the big differences in scores given to the horse.
The SC decided to try this system for 2 seasons, supposing there are minimally 5 Judges on the
ground, it must be clearly described in the schedule and the schedule must be approved by
ECAHO Office (schedule to be sent to ECAHO Office 3 months prior to the date of the show).
3. Contract for DC´s/RM´s
The last version was approved by the SC and will be distributed.
4. Doping procedures, list of prohibited substances
Theoretical option to create list of substances which are allowed (such as some types of
medication used for transport) was discussed and refused by the SC. ECAHO will keep the zero
tolerance which is also published on the website and in the Blue Book. It is responsibility of each
owner to check what medication is accepted.
5. Guidelines for acceptance of affiliations was presented by N. Ismer and G. Reisel. The goal is to
make the procedure of affiliation as easy as possible, avoid clashes of high-category shows and
avoid late affiliation. The rules were approved and will be adapted for the Blue Book 2018.
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